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The Calm & Cosy Box
October is the month when Autumn really begins: the clocks go back (here in the UK at least!),
leaves are falling and coats are coming out again. It's the time to wrap up in a new scarf on your
way home, where you can hunker down in your pyjamas with Netflix and a takeaway. Our Calm
& Cosy Box is here to help, with a super soft blanket scarf and a slice of pizza - a chocolate one
though, of course! And if you need a little help winding down, we have a Skin & Tonic Calm Balm
to help ease those stresses away.

Grey and Silver Blanket Scarf
A change of season calls for a wardrobe upgrade and this neutral
hued scarf will go with anything, adding a touch of sparkle with the
hint of silver running throughout.
Incredibly soft and larger than average, this scarf is one of many that
we'll be featuring in our shop this season. Keep your eye out for pink
and blue versions, along with a cashmere mix collection coming soon!

Skin & Tonic Calm Balm
Skin & Tonic's Calm Balm is made from a blend of natural butters, oils, organic lavender and
chamomile. Not only does it nourish and soothe dry, damaged skin, it also calms the mind and
helps you sleep.
.
A true multitasker, you can massage Calm Balm into
your wrists and temples to help calm your mood, apply
it to dry or cracked skin for a moisture boost, or use as
a barrier balm to protect against extreme weather or
temperatures. It's also great to massage into your
muscles pre and/or post yoga to help deepen your
practice. Our favourite time to use it though is just
before bed: apply to your palms, cup your hands over
your nose and take deep breaths to help you drift off.

The Gourmet Chocolate Pizza Company
'Devilishly Dark' Slice
Based in Nottingham, The Gourmet Chocolate Pizza Company make artisan
pizzas and other gifts by hand from the finest Belgian chocolate. Choose
whole pizzas or single slices for every occasion, from Valentine's Day to
Christmas.
With a nod to Halloween this month, we've chosen a slice of 'Devilishly Dark': 70% cocoa
chocolate topped with vegan marshmallows and mini crispy balls.

